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How to choose a printer for your home
correctly
And be able to know do not know do not know how read - learn If you have a computer the question
of whether home printing device to it is not even worth it deﬁnitely Yes. But before you choose a
printer for your home, you must ﬁrst perform and sort through all the advantages and disadvantages
of diﬀerent options in order not to overpay when buying unnecessary and to have no further
headaches in the operation. For a start we will not touch the manufacturers of printing devices will
save that for another time. Not going to choose between such options as sublimation printers because
of their speciﬁcity and also long become the exotic matrix. Our task is to choose a home printer, a
relatively inexpensive as the purchase and further exploitation. If your main task is to print black and
white documents then a more reasonable option but to opt for home laser printer probably does not
exist. At the printing speed and the cost of impression although not always at this stop later blackand-white laser relative to the inkjet devices - out of competition. In the operation of the laser device
is also much easier to forget about it for a long time and then remove and shake the cartridge and
continue to use it. Inkjet printer will not work it will have to print systematically in order not to dry the
head recovery which then often impossible and replacement is simply not justiﬁed economically
cheaper to throw the machine and buy a new one. So before you choose a home printer, ink jet type,
decide for yourself with the estimated volumes and frequency of printing. Besides, monochrome
inkjet printers, though was very cheap but has long been extinct as a class and you inevitably have to
buy a color struynika which in this case is simply not needed. If not long ago the question of how to
choose color laser printer for home was not even in force impossibly high prices now in this segment
are fairly inexpensive devices. For a colored laser printing device advantages is actually two high
speed print and relatively trouble-free operation. The cost of printing on a laser color printer is quite
high even with the use of compatible supplies does not mention the use of original consumables.
Besides color laser device high price category will not work to print high photographic quality and
aﬀordable printer for the home that is not worth to expect. For printing high quality photographs
there is no better solution than to choose a home printer, ink jet type as many of the enough
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